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1. INTRODUCTION 
We will consider the least-squares restricted range approximation problem 
w(f- h)’ subject o u(t) < h(t) < u(t) for all t in A i. 
Here f, w, V, and u are given functions and H is a family of approximating 
functions; precise hypotheses will be specified in the next section. Restricted 
range approximation includes as special cases positive approximation (where 
h(t) > 0 is required) and one-sided approximation (where for approximation 
from below, say, h(t) <S(t) is required). G. D. Taylor and others have 
studied uniform approximation with restricted range, where 
maxx I f(x) - h(x) I is minimized, subject to the same constraints as above, 
and have developed a complete theory, cf. [ 131. 
Least-squares approximation by positive polynomials has been considered 
in [ 1 ] and [lo]. In [9] a problem of digital filter design has been formulated 
as a problem of least-squares approximation with restricted range. 
Our main result in this paper is a characterization theorem for least- 
squares approximation with restricted range. We also obtain several 
corollaries and state the generalization of the characterization theorem to the 
problem of L,, approximation with restricted range, where 2p is an even 
integer. In a subsequent paper we will discuss computational algorithms and 
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numerical examples for least-squares approximation with restricted range. 
We have found that the conditions specified to characterize a best approx- 
imation can be conveniently verified in the examples we have considered. 
Gehner [4, 51 has used an optimization theory approach to obtain a 
general characterization theorem [5, Theorem 4, p. 541). This theorem was 
used in [5] to obtain characterization results for constrained Chebyshev and 
L, approximation. This approach could also be employed to obtain charac- 
terization results for constrained L, approximation, 1 <p < 00. 
After completing this paper we learned of the work of Evans and Cantoni 
131, which contains, among other results, two characterization theorems for 
the least-squares restricted range problem. 
2. THE CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM 
In this section we list our hypotheses, note the existence of a unique 
solution to the least-squares restricted range problem, and then prove a 
characterization theorem giving necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
approximation to be the best (least squares) approximation with restricted 
range. First the hypotheses: 
H, : A I is a closed and bounded set of real numbers and A, is a finite 
union of closed, bounded intervals of real numbers. 
H, : f is a real continuous function on A I U A,. 
H, : u and u are real continuous functions on A, with v(t) < u(t) for all t 
in A,. 
H, : {hi ,..., h,} is a set of real continuous functions on A, U A, which is 
linearly independent on A,; denote by H the set of ail linear combinations 
(with real coefficients) of h, ,..., h,. 
H, : w is a real, continuous strictly positive (weight) function on A,. 
H,: The exists a linear combination h = Cy=, aihi such that 
u(t) < h(t) < u(t) for all t in A,. 
H, : For k = l,..., it the set (h, ,..., hk} is a Chebyshev system of order k 
on A,; that is, if t, ,..., t, are distinct points in A,, then det(h.,(t,)) # 0. 
For a subset BGA,, the least-squares restricted range problem will be 
denoted by R, and is: 
minimize I hs” A* 
w(f- h)* subject o u(t) < h(t) < u(t) for all t in B. 
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Of course h* in H is a solution of R, if u(t) < h*(t) < u(t) for all t in B 
and if 
!,, w(f- h*)* <j- 4.f- h)* for every h in H 
A2 
which satisfies v(t) < h(t) < u(t) for all t in B. 
When B = 0, the problem reduces to the familiar unconstrained least- 
squares problem. 
Since the following existence and uniqueness result can be established 
using standard arguments, its proof will be omitted; cf. [ 111. 
THEOREM 1. If H,-H, are satisjied and B G A,, then the least-squares 
restricted range problem R, has a unique solution. 
We now proceed to develop the characterization theorem. The basic idea 
is this: known results on convex programming give a characterization 
theorem when A, has a finite number of points; then a discretization result 
yields the characterization for more general A,. 
We will use (1. I],,, to denote any one of the equivalent norms on real 
Euclidean m-space R m. 
LEMMA 1. Zf {x,,..., x,,] is a linearly independent set of k vectors, each in 
R”, then there exists E > 0 and M > 0 such that ifv, ,..., yk are elements of 
R” satisfying 
IIxi -Yilln < CT i = l,..., k, 
then 
is bounded above by h4. 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose that there exists a sequence of positive 
real numbers (ei} which converges to zero, a sequence of subsets of R”, 
{ { YY’ ,***, Yj;” } 1, j = 1, 2,..., 
and a sequence {au’} in R k such that 
(a) llxi - Y?‘]]~ < Ejl i = I,..., k, 
(b) ]]a”‘]],-+ co asj-t 03 and 
(c) IICfzl ay’y~‘)I, < 1 for-j= 1,2 ,.... 
Let #-j) = au’/]] a”’ Ilk. 
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Select a subsequence of {cl”‘}, call it {p”!~‘), which converges to a norm- 
one limit ,u E Rk. By (b) and (c), 
k 
1 ,fP' yy,' 
i=l 
must converge to zero and also, by (a), to Cf= i pixi. Hence C:=, flixi 
equals the zero vector of R”, a contradiction of the linear independence of 
IX 1 ,***, xk}. This establishes Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. (Discretization). If H,-H, are satisfied and if (B,i} is a 
sequence of finite subsets of A, such that maxtEA minrE8, 1 t - t] --) 0 as 
j -+ co, then {h”’ } converges uniformly to h* on A, &A,, where h”’ is the 
solution of RBj and h * is the solution of R, , . 
ProoJ Since h* satisfies v(t) < h*(t) < u(t) for all t in Bj, and h”’ is the 
solution of RBi, we have 
l,, w(f - h”‘)’ < 1’ w(f - h*)2 for all j. (2.1) 
A2 
Since all norms are equivalent on the finite dimensional space H, then 
(max ,cignluy’I:j= 1,2 ,... } is bounded, where h”’ = Cy=, uy’ hi. Hence 
(h”’ } is uniformly bounded on A i U A,. Let {h”k’ } be a subsequence which 
is uniformly convergent on A, U A,, say to 6. It is easily seen that 
v(t) < 6(t) < u(t) for all t in A,. Also, 
( w(f - 6)’ = k”m, j w(f - hGk))2 <j w(f - h*)2 
“A2 + ‘42 A2 
from (2.1). Hence the uniqueness of the solution of R,, implies that h^ = h*. 
Since {h”’ } is bounded and every convergent subsequence has h* as limit, 
the entire sequence {h”’ } converges to h*. 
We now state some definitions and results on convex programming from 
Rockafellar [ 121. 
Given a nonempty subset S of R”, the convex cone generated by S is the 
set of all linear combinations of the form CT= i uisi, where p > 0, a, > 0 and 
si in S for i = l,...,p. 
LEMMA 3. Let {Si: i E I) be a collection of nonempty convex sets in R” 
and let K be the convex cone generated by UiCl Si. Then every vector of K 
can be expressed us a linear combination with nonnegative coeflcients of n 
or fewer linearly independent vectors, each belonging to a dl@erent Si. 
Proof: [ 12, p. 1561. 
64013614.3 
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Recall that C is a convex subset of R” if x, y in C and 0 < 8 < 1 imply 
Bx + (1 - 0)~ in C. A real function h is conuex on a convex set C G R” if x, 
y in C and 0 ( 19 ( 1 imply h(0x + (1 - 0)~) < &r(x) + (1 - 0) h(y). If h 
differs from a linear function by a constant, it is ~JJine. 
An (ordinary) convex program (P) is a problem: 
mi;i$ze fO(x) 
subject oJ(x) < 0, i = I,..., r 
A(x) = 0, i = r + l,..., m, (P) 
where C is a nonempty convex subset of R”, 0 < r < m, f, ,..., f, are convex 
functions on C and f,, , ,..., f, are alXne functions on C. 
We say x in C is a feasible solution for (P) if x satisfies the m constraints 
of (P). The optimal value in (P) is inf(fO( x : x is a feasible solution for (P)}. ) 
Of course, a feasible solution y is a solution of (P) if f,(y) equals this inf. 
The vector 1= (1, ,..., 1,) is a Kuhn-Tucker vector for (P) if Izi 2 0 for 
i= I,..., r and if the infimum off0 + A,f, + a.. + l,f, over C is finite and 
equal to the optimal value in (P). The Lagrungiun for (P) is the function 
L@, x) =A&> + ql(X> + a** +&f,(x) defined for x in C and for li > 0. 
i = l,..., r. We say (x,2) is a saddle point for L if L(A, 2) < L(J, 2) <L@, x) 
for all (A, F) and (1, x) in the domain of L. 
LEMMA 4. Let (P) be an ordinary convex program with f, ,...,f, uflne 
and C = R”. If the optimal value in (P) is not --‘;o and ly (P) has a feasible 
solution, then a Kuhn-Tucker vector exists for (P). 
ProoJ [IZ, p. 2791. 
In the next lemma the gradient vector is Vh = (ah/ax, ,..., ah/ax,,). 
LEMMA 5. Let (P) be an ordinary convex program for which each f;: is 
d@erentiuble. Let 1 and 2 be vectors in Rm and R”, respectively. In order 
that 1 be a Kuhn-Tucker vector for (P) and 2 be an optimal solution of(P), 
it is necessary and suflcient that (I,%) be u suddli7 point for the Lugrungiun 
of (P). Moreover this condition holds if and only if 2 and the components 
A , ,..., A, of I satisfy: 
(a) Ai > 0, j@) < 0, and A,&(Z) = 0 for i = I,..., r, 
(b) fi(Z) = 0 for i = r + I,..., m, 
Cc) v.&(x) + wi(x) + *** + A?lf,(x))I,=,-= 0. 
Proof: [ 12, pp. 280, 2811. 
We now prove our main result. 
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THEOREM 2. (Characterization). Let A,, A,,f, v, u, h, ,..., h, and w satisfy 
H,-H, . Then h * E H is the solution of R, , if and only if 
(a) v(t) < h*(t) < u(t)fir all t E A, and 
(b) there exists a non-negative integer k, with k < n, distinct points 
t , ,..., t, E A, and real constants a, ,..., ok such that if 1 < i < k 
(i) either h*(ti) = u(ti) or h*(t,) = v(ti), 
(ii) sign Of Ui = + 1 ifh*(ti) = u(ti) 
= -1 rh*(t,) = v(ti), 
(iii) forj = l,..., n, 
1’ w(t)(f (t) - h*(t)) h,(t) dt = ~ oihj(ti) A2 i=l (2.2) 
where the summation is interpreted as zero for k = 0. 
Furthermore, (b) is satisfied with k = 0 tf and only if h* is the best 
unconstrained least-squares approximation to f on A 2. 
ProoJ The last statement is immediate, since for k = 0, (2.2) reduces to 
1 w(f-h*)hj=O, j=l,..., n, 
‘A2 
which are the normal equations for unconstrained least-squares approx- 
imation and are well known to be necessary and sufficient for h* to be a best 
approximation. 
We now show that h* in H is the solution of R,, o h* satisfies (a) and 
(b). 
(*) Case 1. A r has a finite number of points. Let A, = {t, ,..., t, ]. Then 
R,, can be expressed equivalently as the convex programming problem 
minimize Q(a) = JAI w (f - 5 aj hj) * subject o 
j=l 
c;(a) = v(ti) - i ajhj(ti) < 0 and 
j=l 
c’(a) = i a,hj(ti) - u(ti) < 0, for i = l,..., m. 
j=l 
We now apply Lemmas 4 and 5, which assure us that there exists a 
Kuhn-Tucker vector, (12 ; ,..., A; , A: ,..., AZ), of non-negative real numbers 
for RA, and that necessary and sufftcient conditions for 
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a,? hj to be a solution of R,, are 
j=l 
1; c;(a*) = 0 and A,? c:(a*) = 0 for i = l,..., m 
and 
V [Q(a) + jJl (1; c;(a) + 1: cl(a))] 1 = 0. a=CZ* (2.3) 
Now A: # 0 only if c,?(a*) = 0; hence, by H,, ,I,: A: = 0 for i = l,..., m. 
Let 
ui = -0sn; if 1; f 0 
= 0.5/l+ ifA+ #O 
=o if A; = 0 and A,? = 0. 
Equation (2.3) can be written as 
for j = l,..., n. Or 
- 2 . 1 w(t)(f(t) - h*(t)) h,(t) dt = f (A; hj(ti) - if hj(ti))> A2 i=l 
for j = l,..., n. Or, finally, 
!’ w(t)df(t) - h*(t)) h,(t) dt = ~ pi hj(ti), 
A2 i= I 
for j = l,..., IZ. Hence, if we pick out just the ui’s that are non-zero and 
renumber them and their associated ti’s, we have established that h* satisfies 
conditions (a) and (b). 
We now prove k < n. Consider the convex cone generated by 
{{vi}: i = l,..., k}, where 
Ui = (Uihl(ti),.**, Uih”(ti)), for i = l,..., k. 
By Lemma 3, 
xs WV(t) - h*(t)> h,(t) dt,..., 1 W>U(t> - h*(t)) h,,(t) dt 
‘42 
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can be generated by a positive combination of no more than n of the ui)s. 
Hence, even if we started with more than n of the uts, all but at most II of 
these could be deleted. This concludes the proof of (3 ) for a finite A,. 
Case 2. A, has an infinite number of points. Since A, is bounded by H, , 
we can select a sequence of finite sets {B,} such that 
(1) B,sA, for allp, 
(2) maxtEA, mik Jf-SI+Oaasp+ 03. 
We apply Lemma 2 and see that the sequence of solutions of (R, }, (hcp’ ), 
must converge to h*, the solution of R,, . Note that h* must satisfy (a) by 
definition; we will now show that it satisfies (b). 
We will be selecting a number of subsequences. At each stage, we will use 
the subscript p, for each of these to avoid cumbersome notation. For each 
p, /zcp’ satisfies (b) and k = k, is less than or equal to n. Select a subsequence 
of {R, } for which each kp is equal to a common value, call it k. If k = 0, 
then p,, w(f- h*) hi = lim, -loo j” w(f- h@‘) hi = 0 for j = l,..., n and h* 
satisfies (b). When k > 1 we index the ti @J 
that 
(from condition (b) for R,,,) so 
ty < . . . < tfr’. 
Select a subsequence for which { tjpr) } converges for each i = l,..., k. This is 
possible by Hr. Some of these subsequences may coalesce. Let t: ,..., t,* be 
the limit points of the k sequences, with t: < ..a < t,* and 1 < q < k < n. 
Define the vectors 
and 
yj(pr) = (h,(r,!Pr’),..., h,(t,!Pr’)) forj = l,..., k, 
Xi = (h,(tt),..., h,(tT)) for i = l,..., q. 
Let 
Condition (b)(ii) on the signs of the @“j’s implies that if j, ,j, E Li, then 
sign a:fr) = sign oj, @,) for all but a finite number of r’s. Now 
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< 2 1) Yi(p’) -Xilln * 0 asr+co. 
jsLi 
Note that x , ,..., x, are linearly independent by H,. 
The sequence of vectors, for r = 1, 2 ,..., 
w(t)>f(t) - h’Pr’(fN h,(t) df,..., 1 w(t)(f(t) - IPQ’(t)) h,@) df 
‘42 11 
is convergent; hence, bounded. We now apply Lemma 1 to conclude that the 
sequence of vectors 
(c@) } = ((CIpJ ,...) CpJ)) 
must be bounded. Select a subsequence of {RBP,} for which {c@r)} is 
convergent o c* E Rq. 
Let t* ,l,..., @, be the t:‘s for which c: # 0. We now have q’ points in A I 
and q’ real numbers for which h* satisfies condition (b). This concludes the 
proof that the solution of R,, must satisfy (a) and (b). 
( t ) If h* satisfies (a) and (b), let B = {t , ,..., tk} as in condition (b). By 
using Lemma 5 and reversing the analysis in Case 1 above, h* must be the 
solution of R,. If h in H satisfies o(t) < h(t) < u(t) for all t in A,, then h 
satisfies the constraints of R, and 
j, wu- h*)2 G j wdf- h)2. ‘42 
Since u(t) < h*(t) < u(t) for all t in A, by condition (a), h* is the solution of 
R A,. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We note that if A, is a finite set, then the hypothesis H, is not needed for 
Theorem 2. 
The characterization theorem can be used to check whether an approx- 
imation h * which satisfies u < h * < u on A r is the solution of R, , as follows: 
Find k < n points t , ,..., t,, where h* = tl or h * = u and solve the linear 
equations (2.2) for u, ,..., uk (it can be shown that a unique solution exists). If 
the signs of the resulting ui)s are as prescribed in condition (b)(ii) of 
Theorem 2 then h * is the solution of R, , . 
We now present several corollaries which follow immediately from the 
characterization theorem. 
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In Corollary 1 we use the notation, for B E A,, 
E*(B) = 1’ w(f- h,)*, 
A2 
where h, is the solution of the least-squares restricted range problem R,. 
COROLLARY 1. If H,-H, are satisfied and h* is the solution of the least- 
squares restricted range problem R,,, then there exists a subset T* of A, 
with at most n elements and such that the solution of R,, is h*. Furthermore 
E*(A,) = E*(T*) = y,“,” E*(T), 
where z is the collection of all subsets of A, with at most n elements. 
Proof Let T* = {t , ,..., tk} from Theorem 2, condition (b) for the 
problem R,, . Then h* is the solution of R,, by Theorem 2 applied to R,, . 
This also shows E*(A,) = E*(T*). Now if Tz A,, then any h in H which 
satisfies the constraints of R,, must satisfy the constraints of R,. 
Hence E’(A,) > E*(T). 
COROLLARY 2. If H,-H, are satisjied and h* is the solution of the least- 
squares restricted range problem R, , , then there exist a nonnegative integer 
k < n, a subset T = {t, ,..., tk} of A, with t, < ... < t, and signs E, ,..,, Q, each 
in {-1, 1 ), such that h * is the solution of the least-squares problem with 
interpolatory constraints: 
minimize J he” A2 w(f - h)* 
subject o h(ti) = U(ti) if Ei = + 1 (2.4) 
= v(ti) if si = -1, i = l,..., k. 
Proof: Let T = {t, ,..., tk} and 6, ,..., uk be as in Theorem 2 for the 
problem R, ,; we may assume t1 < ... < t,. For i = l,..., k set ci = sign of ui. 
Since 
h*(ti) = u(ti) if ei=+l 
= v(ti) if ei=-I 
then h* satisfies the constraints of problem (2.4). By the proof of Corollary 
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1, h * is the solution of R T. If h in H satisfies the constraints of problem 
(2.4), then h satisfies the constraints of R, and so 
i,, w(f- h*y < 1’ w(f- h)! 
A2 
Hence h* is the solution of problem (2.4). 
Theorem 2 gives a characterization condition for least-squares positive 
approximation and for least-squares one-sided approximation. 
COROLLARY 3. If H,, H,, H,, H, and H, are satisfied, then h* in H is 
the solution of the least-squares positive approximation problem: 
minimize 
J haH AZ 
wdf- h)* subject to h(t) > 0 for all t in A, 
tf and only if 
(a) h*(t)>Ofor all t in A,, 
(b) there exist a nonnegative integer k, with k < n, distinct points 
t , ,..., t, in A,, and real constants u, ,..., o’k such that 
(i) h*(tJ=O, i= l,..., k, 
(ii) ui < 0, i = l,..,, k, 
(iii) i,, w(f- h*) hi = C”=, aihj(ti), j = l,..., n, 
where the summation is interpreted as zero for k = 0. 
Proof Let v(t) z 0, u(t) E c > 0. If c is chosen large enough, the upper 
constraint is inactive and the corollary follows from Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 4. Zf H,, H,, H,, H, and H, are satisJed and zf there 
exists h in H with h(t) <f(t) for all t in A,, then h* in H is the solution of 
the problem of least-squares one-sided approximation (from below): 
minimize 
i he” A2 
w(f - h)* subject to h(t) <f(t) for all t in A, 
tf and only tf 
(a) h*(t) <f (t) for all t in A,, 
(b) there exist a nonnegative integer k, with k < n, distinct 
points t, ,..., t, in A,, and real constants u, ,..., ok such that 
(i) h*(ti) = f (ti), i = l,..., k 
(ii) oi > 0, i = l,..., k 
(iii) (,, w(f- h*) hi = Cf= 1 aihj(ti), j = l,..., n 
where the summation is interpreted as zero for k = 0. 
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Proof. Let u(t) =f(t), v(t) = C ( 0. If 1 Cl is chosen large enough, the 
lower constraint is inactive and the corollary follows from Theorem 2. 
Of course, the analogs of Corollaries 1 and 2 hold for positive approx- 
imation and for one-sided approximation. 
We remark that the above analysis extends with very little change to give 
a characterization theorem for L,, (2~ an even integer) approximation with 
restricted range: 
mirmrize I_ w(f- ) h 2p subject to v(t) < h(t) < u(t) for all t in A,. 
-A2 
Existence and uniqueness of a solution again follows using standard 
arguments. The characterization result is this: 
THEOREM 3. (Characterization). Zf H,-H, are satisfied and zf 2p is an 
even positive integer, then h* in H is the solution of the L,, approximation 
problem with restricted range if and only if 
(4 
(b) 




v(t) < h*(t) < u(t) for all t in A 1, 
there exist a nonnegative integer k, with k < n, distinct points 
A,, and real constants u, ,..., ok such that if 1 < i < k 
either h*(ti) = u(tt) or h*(tj) = v(ti)for i = l,..., k, 
sign ofai = +l if h*(ti) = u(ti) 
= -1 if h*(ti) = v(ti), 
for j = l,..., n 
J w(f - h*)2p-’ hj = t aihj(ti), A2 i=l 
where the summation is interpreted as zero for k = 0. Furthermore (b) is 
satisfied with k = 0 if and only tf h* in H is the best unconstrained L,, 
approximation to f on A,. 
Of course, the analogs of Corollaries l-4 hold for L,, approximation. 
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